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Semiclassical  Theory of Noise in Semiconductor 
Lasers-Part I 

KERRY VAHALA AND AMNON YARIV, FELLOW, IEEE 

Abstract-A Van der Pol analysis of laser noise which includes the 
field intensity dependence of  the refractive index is presented. The 
consequent amplitude phase coupling affects all  laser spectra except 
the power fluctuations spectrum. An analytic expression for the line- 
width broadening enhancement due to index variation is given. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
ECENTLY, the  subject of semiconductor laser noise  has 
received considerable attention.  The deviation of semi- 

conductor laser noise characteristics from well accepted  norms 
was demonstrated  by Fleming and  Mooradian,  who  made  the 
first careful  measurements of the field spectrum of a GaAlAs 
injection laser [ 1 ] . They  found  the  spectrum  to be Lorentzian 
and  the  linewidth to vary inversely with  output  power,  as pre- 
dicted  by  the  modified Schawlow-Townes formula [2] for 
linewidth  of  a  fundamentally  broadened laser with  partial 
inversion. The  coefficient of the power dependence,  however, 
was significantly larger than  predicted by the  modified  Schaw- 
low-Townes result.  Henry  explained  this discrepancy by 
noting  that  the  situation in a  semiconductor laser is that  of  a 
detuned oscillator [ 3 ] ,  and  therefore, as shown  by Lax [4], 
there is a field spectrum  linewidth  enhancement  due to  cou- 
pling between  amplitude  and phase fluctuations.  Rather  than 
adapting Lax’s result to  semiconductor lasers, however,  Henry 
provided an elegant less formal  model which showed  the 
expected  broadening  enhancement is a  factor 1 + CY’ larger 
than  the  modified Schawlow-Townes linewidth where CY is 
defined as the  ratio  of real refractive index  fluctuation  to 
imaginary  refractive index  fluctuation  in  the  active  region. 
The  key  point  in Henry’s argument is that  phase  fluctuations 
can  result from  index variations  during relaxation oscillations 
after  a  spontaneous  event, as  well as being caused  directly  by 
spontaneous emission.  Early work  by Haug and  Haken [SI 
also noted  a 1 +a2 broadening  enhancement,  but  it was in- 
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correctly assumed by  them  that  this  term is negligible in semi- 
conductor lasers. 

Theoretical  treatment of laser noise  can  be broadly  grouped 
into  those works which  eliminate  population  dependences 
through  an  adiabatic  approximation  and  those works  which do 
not.  Theories which employ  an  adiabatic  approximation (e.g., 
Van der Pol treatment) have the  advantage of simplicity,  but 
their results are  only valid for  frequencies near the lasing fre- 
quency.  A large body of work, including the  recent  work by 
Henry, is contained in  this catagory. Of the  more general 
theoretical  works (i.e., nonadiabatic),  those  by  Lax  are  most 
complete, considering the problem both classically and  quan- 
tum mechanically [4], [6],  [7]. An early work by McCumber 
on  intensity  fluctuations in  lasers, however, makes  clearer the 
distinction  between  adiabatic  theories  and  nonadiabatic 
theories [ 8 ] .  As noted  by McCumber, prediction of relaxation 
resonance phenomena  in  the  intensity  spectrum is contingent 
upon inclusion of  population dynamics  in the  theoretical 
model. This prediction is the  main  difference  between  the  two 
catagories of laser noise theory. 

In the  more general nonadiabatic  catagory,  there is, to  our 
knowledge, no  treatment which considers  the consequences of 
strong  amplitude phase coupling. This now  appears to be an 
important mechanism  in determining  semiconductor laser noise 
spectra.  For  this  reason, we present in  the  companion piece to  
this paper, “Semiclassical Theory  of Noise in  Semiconductor 
Lasers-Part 11” [9] , a  nonadiabatic analysis which includes 
amplitude phase coupling, i.e., one which  includes carrier 
dynamics as well as the  dependence of the refractive index  on 
carrier density.  To  illustrate  the  connection  between  this 
dynamical  analysis and  the simplified analysis which  results 
upon  adiabatic  elimination of the  population variable, we first 
carry  out (in Part I) a  conventional  Van der Pol analysis which 
includes the  effects  of  amplitude phase coupling. Yariv and 
Caton have also made  such  an analysis, but have neglected this 
effect [ 101 . 

The key  feature  of  any Van der Pol  analysis is the  form used 
for  the active medium  polarization. It  expresses the polariza- 
tion as a nonlinear function  of  the lasing field;  the  nonlinearity 
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arises from  saturation  terms  in  the  complex  susceptibility. 
Such a relation is actually  an  equation of state  which describes 
circumstances  when  equilibrium  between  the lasing mode in- 
tensity  and  the  population inversion is achieved. consequently, 
as noted earlier, the  proceeding analysis applies only  where  such 
an  equilibrium or quasi-equilibrium exists,  namely,  for  that 
portion  of  the noise spectrum lying  inside the  frequency range 
1 0  - w, I < 1 /TR (where TR is the  relaxation oscillation damp- 
ing time  and w, is the lasing frequency).  The  inclusion  of 
fluctuations in this model is accomplished  by  adding a Langevin 
force  term to  the field equation. A quantum mechanically 
rigorous formulation  of  this  problem  would involve coupling 
the lasing mode  and  the lasing transition to  the  free  radiation 
mode reservoir and  the  conductance  and valence band reser- 
voirs, and performing appropriate reservoir averages to develop 
mean operator  equations  of  motion. As shown by Lax [ 1 1 ] , 
the  second  moments  of Langevin fluctuation  operators can 
then be calculated using these  mean  equations  of  motion.  Such 
a formulation  of  this  problem has  been given by Haug and 
Haken [5]. We take a less formal  approach  to calculate the 
Langevin force second  moments  which closely  follows the 
treatment  found  in [8] and [lo]. Of course,  the  ultimate 
justification  of this procedure is agreement between  the results 
of  more rigorous treatments  and  those we obtain. 

Noise fluctuations in the field will be separated  into  pertur- 
bations  in field amplitude  and  field  phase.  Such a form  for 
the field facilitates  identification  of  three  types  of laser spectra, 
as discussed by Yariv and  Caton [lo].  These spectra  are illus- 
trated in Fig. 1. In Section 11, the  equations governing noise 
fluctuations  are derived and solved. The Langevin force  second 
moment will be found  in  Section 111, and  then used in  Section 
IV to express the  three laser spectra  in  terms of known  quanti- 
ties. In  Section V, CY as defined in this  paper will be shown  to 
be  equivalent to  the CY defined by Henry,  and  an  analytic 
expression will be given for a. 

11. NOISE EQUATIONS 
The  starting  point  of  this analysis is Maxwell's equations: 

Q X z(?, t )  = - K ~ ~ $ ( F ,  t)  (1 1 
Q x Z(F, t )  = (0 t eat) Z(?, t )  t at [Z(T;', t )  + ?(F, t ) ] .  (2 )  

K is the magnetic permeability, u is the  medium  conductivity 
(later t o  become a g5neralized loss term), e is the  nonresonant 
dielectric constant, P(7, t )  is the  component of polarization 
causing stimulated  transitions,  and $(F, t )  is a fluctuation 
term  which will be treated as  a random  component of polariza- 
tion causing spontaneous  transitions. Solving for E(?, t )  
yields 

[02 - K U a t -  K € a : ]  z(7, t )  = Ita: [P'(?, t )  tz(?, t)] (3) 

where Q(V . z(?, t))  = 0 has been assumed.  It is now assumed 
that a complete  set  of  orthonormal  spatial  modes  exist. These 
modes are  solutions  of  the  homogeneous wave equation  with- 
out loss and  are used to expand  the  electric field and  the  com- 
ponents  of  polarization as follows: 

z(T;', t )  = 1 Ef l ( t )Zn(F)  (4) 
n 
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Fig. 1. Typical  arrangement for measuring the various noise spectra 
of a laser oscillator. 

These expansions  are  substituted  into (3) and  then  the  inner 
product  of (3) and Zn(F)  is taken  (combined  vector  and  inte- 
gral inner  product) 

where T~ E e/u is the  photon  lifetime, p is the  nonresonant 
index, w, is the  resonant  frequency  of  the  nth  mode. In 
general, the  projection P,(t) of the  polarization  onto  the  nth 
mode is a superposition  of  the  field  projections E,(t). Under 
the  assumption  of single mode  oscillation,  however, P,(t) can 
be expressed as [12] 

P, = E,(x( ' )  t x(~) (E, I~)E, .  (8) 

The imaginary part  of x(~)(x$~)) represents gain saturation  and 
the real part (x$3)) leads to an  intensity  dependent  index of 
refraction. Expressing P, in  this manner neglects nonsynchro- 
nous  terms. The  field is now expressed in  terms  of slowly 
varying amplitude  and phase perturbations. 

E, = [A ,  t S ( t ) ]  e i[w,t+v(t)l (9) 

where w, is the lasing frequency. (8) and (9) are  substituted 
into (7). Terms  in &(t) and G(t) are neglected  since S ( t )  and 
q(t) vary slowly in comparison  with  the lasing frequency; 
products of small quantities  are also neglected.  Simplification 
of (7) yields 
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where,  for  convenience, A has been  defined as the slowly  vary- 
ing complex  amplitude  of  the  second derivative in  time  of  the 
fluctuation p,(t). A will be modeled as a Langevin noise source. 
This choice is motivated  by  the classical result that  total power 
from  a  radiating dipole is proportional to ij,” [13]  and  by  the 
spontaneous emission  spectral density being essentially “white” 
in  comparison to the lasing linewidth. Langevin forces  are 
delta  correlated in time,  and  therefore,  time  dependent phase 
factors have no  effect  on  their  second  moments  [4] . Since the 
spectra calculated  in Section IV will contain  only  second 
moments  of A, we are  justified in  neglecting the phase factor 
e- ip  in (1 0) in  what follows. 

The  amplitude  and phase fluctuations as well as the Lange- 
vin noise term  are assumed to have zero mean values. There- 
fore,  a  time average of (10) reduces it to equations which 
establish the  operating  point power and  frequency 

The equations governing 6 and cp are contained  in  the  time 
varying part  of  (10).  Separating this part  into  its real and 
imaginary components yields 

where 

A -  A, t lAi. (1 6) 

The coefficient of in (14) will be approximated as unity 
throughout  the  remainder of this  paper.  The neglected term 
is approximately  equal to  the  unsaturated  resonant  index,  and 
as such is typically several orders smaller than  unity. These 
equations  relate  the Langevin noise force to  the field amplitude 
and phase fluctuations.  Equation  (14) has the same form as 
the  equation describing the velocity of a particle  undergoing 
Brownian motion. In the case of Brownian motion,  the co- 
efficient of 6 arises from  the viscous force  which  acts  on  the 
particle. In a  laser, this viscous force  takes  the  form of gain 
saturation  and restrains amplitude  fluctuations. There is no 
such equivalent viscous force  for phase fluctuations [see (1 5)] 
because the  saturation process is dependent  upon  field  inten- 
sity,  not field amplitude [see ( 8 ) ] .  The third  term  in  (15) 
represents  amplitude  fluctuations (6) driving a  term  related  to 
the refractive index of the active medium, This causes phase 
fluctuations in addition  to  those arising directly  from  sponta- 
neous emission which involves A,. In fact,  it is this  added 
phase fluctuation which causes broadening of the field spec- 

trum  linewidth  beyond  that  predicted by the  modified  Schaw- 
low-Townes  expression. 

To solve (14)  and  (15), 6 ,  q, A,, and Ai are  taken  to be 
sample functions,  and  therefore to be deterministic. This 
allows standard  solution  techniques to be  applied to  this sys- 
tem of  differential  equations.  After  the 6 and the cp sample 
functions have been determined  in  terms of Ai  and A,, auto- 
correlation  functions can  be formed by  ensemble averaging 
the  product of two sample functions  shifted  in  time. This 
procedure is first  applied to (14) to determine  the  autocorre- 
lation of 6(t) .  Solving by Laplace transform yields 

where 6(0) = 0 has  been assumed. The autocorrelation  of 6 ( t )  
i s  now  formed using (1 7): 

. (Ai(hl) Ai(h2)) e e -u1(t+7-h1) -wl(t-A,) 

(1 9) 
( ) denotes ensemble averaging. Correlations of the real and 
imaginary  parts of the Langevin force  are given by 

where D(x) is the delta function.  Equation (21) results from 
spontaneous emission having no preferred phase (i.e., its phase 
is described by  a  uniform  distribution  function).  Substitution 
of (20)  into (1 9) and  subsequent simplification yields 

As t becomes  large, the  history  of  the  system is forgotten (i.e., 
the initial conditions  become  unimportant)  and  the  autocorre- 
lation  function achieves its  stationary  form 

<6(t + 7) 6 ( t ) )  = ___ 
8w;wl 
w - W I I T /  e 

The phase fluctuation  autocorrelation is found by substi- 
tuting  the 6 sample function  solution  into (1 5)  and repeating 
the  procedure described above. 

In (24),  exponentially decaying terms have been  neglected  in 
comparison  to  the  term linear  in time. The instantaneous  fre- 
quency  fluctuation is defined as Aw (p . Its  autocorrelation 
can be found using (24) 
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€V \k, = - (E(t)  E *( t ) )  = - W€ VTP 
2 4o& 

Since the  amplitude  fluctuation  and  frequency  fluctuation where Vis  the  mode  volume.  Equating expressions (29)  and 
have stationary  autocorrelations,  corresponding  spectral  den- (32) for q,, then solving for W yields 
sity  functions  can  be  found using the Wiener-Khintchine  rela- 
tion.  The results are W =  4Xok E, ,, 

€I/ 
(34) 

(27) which,  when used in (23)-(28), completely specifies them. 

IV. LASER SPECTRA 
(28)  A. Power Fluctuations Spectrum 

where WAw(a) is a “white” noise spectrum  due to our  treat- 
ment of the  spontaneous emission spectral  density as “white” 

This spectrum describes the  output power fluctuations 
(AP = P - p). The  spectral density of A P  is given by 

in comparison to  the lasing linewidth. +-  
W ~ p ( s 2 )  =J (AP(t + T )  AP(t)) e-isL7 dr 

111. THE  LANGEVIN FORCE AUTOCORRELATION -m 

FUNCTION 
= V 2  yz W ,  (a) 

For  the purposes of  this  calculation, we will distinguish be- 
tween energy added to the lasing mode by spontaneous - 4iwm€I/A2,yZEcv 
emission and  by  stimulated emission.  The size of each  com- 

- a2 -I- of (3 5) 

ponent  for  steady-state  operation is determined by the balance 
between dissipation and emission. If \k, is  the  steady-state 
spontaneous  energy in the  mode,  then \k,/rP is the  spontaneous 
dissipation rate. Balancing this with  the  spontaneous emission 
rate yields 

where y is the  facet loss rate. T h s  result is identical to  that 
obtained  by Yariv and  Caton  in  an analysis which  neglects 
amplitude phase coupling [ 101 . WU(Q) will be more closely 
scrutinized in Part 11. 

where E,, is the  number  of  spontaneously  emitted  photons/s 
(spontaneous emission rate)  into  the  mode. 

For  operating  points well above  threshold,  the  spontaneous 
emission rate is clamped,  and  therefore by  (29), the  sponta- 
neous energy  in the  mode is clamped  at a constant \ks. In our 
model,  this value is fixed  for  any  operating  point  equal  to  or 
above  threshold.  Therefore, to relate 9, to W (the  second 
moment  of  the Langevin force),  it is convenient to consider 
the threshold form of (7), 

B. Frequency Fluctuations Spectrum 
The spectral  density of the  instantaneous  frequency  fluctua- 

tion is given by (28). Using the Langevin normalization (34) 
in  this  expression yields 

where Po is the  output power per  facet, us is the  group veloc- 
ity, L is the  cavity  length,  and R is the  facet  reflectivity, The 
quantity Q’ is a frequency  fluctuation  enhancement  caused  by 
the  amplitude phase coupling. 

(30) C Field Spectrum 
Before the field spectrum  can be calculated,  the field auto- 

This is (7) without  the  nonlinear  saturation  terms.  These  terms  correlation function must be obtained.  Amplitude fluctuations 

(30). Solving for E(t) by Laplace transform yields function  due  to  the  damping  effect of gain saturation.  There- 

fore, considering only phase fluctuations,  the field autocorre- 
lation is given by 

are negligible by  assumption. on has used in make a negligible contribution  to  the  field  autocorrelation 

urn (E(‘ + 7) E*( t ) )  = A~(ei[’p(t+7)-‘p(r)’  
) 

= A :  lr f ( A q )  eiA9 dA9  (3 7) 

where >> 1/47; has  been assumed. Using the  procedure 
described  in Section 11, (E(t)  E *( t ) )  is formed using (31), then A9 E q( t  + T) - q ( t )  (3 8) 

simplified using (20)  and (21). Allowing t -+ 00, the  steady- where f ( A q )  is the phase difference  distribution  function. The 
state  spontaneous energy is given by last  integral in  (37)  can  be recognized as the  characteristic 
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function  of  f(Aq)  with  unity  argument.  Sincef(Aq) is a  Gaus- 
sian distribution  function  [4] , the field autocorrelation  func- 
tion is given by 

(E(t + r )  E *(t))  = A &  -1/2([Ap] *) 
(39) 

Substitution  of  (24)  and  (34)  into  (39)  and  subsequent 
application of the Wiener-Khintchine relation yields the field 
spectrum 

With a = 0, (41) is the  modified Schawlow-Townes linewidth 
formula. 

V. DISCUSSION 
To  demonstrate  that  the field spectrum  linewidth  broaden- 

ing factor discussed by Henry is exactly  the  broadening  factor 
1 t a2 calculated  above, a, as defined  in this paper, will be 
shown to  be  equivalent to the a defined  by Henry as 

An’ a=-  
An” 

where An’ and Anrr are carrier induced  fluctuations  of  the real 
and imaginary parts  of  the refractive index. 

Below threshold (1 3) reduces to  the following: 

o n  Xr 
(1) 

w, - wn = -  - 
2P2 

(43 ) 

where << p2 has been used. Changes in a, - on below 
threshold result  primarily from changes in  the carrier density 
with  pumping. Above threshold om - w, is clamped  at 
(0, - wn)t where 

Substituting  for A; using (1 2) and rearranging terms yields 

(45) 

where the  definition  of  (x?)), follows directly  from  (12). 
dl) and x(” can be viewed as functions  of pumping or,  alter- 
nately, as functions  of  the  unsaturated carrier density. Assum- 
in  the  latter,  (45) can be  simplified by Taylor expansion of 
x, 8)  and xi(’) to first-order  about  threshold 

An’ 
An‘‘ 
_ _ .  (47) 

This equation shows that Henry’s broadening  term a and  the 
broadening term a defined  in  this paper are  equivalent. 

We will now use (45)  to  find  an  analytic expression for a 
in terms  of  known  quantities.  The simple rate  equation  for 
photon  density is given by 

dP P 
dt  TP 

-= A(n - n o ) P -  - (48) 

where P is the  photon  density, n is the carrier density,A  is  the 
gain coefficient, no is the carrier  density  necessary to achieve 
transparency,  and rP is the  photon  lifetime.  The  steady-state 
form  of  (48) is a relation  between  photon  lifetime  and gain, 
which  upon  substitution  into  (46) yields 

All2 = - (n - t n o )  (49) 
Urn 

where nt is the  threshold carrier concentration. This functional 
dependence  between x$1) and n should also apply away from 
threshold.  Therefore,  (49) can be used to express the  denomi- 
nator  in  (47)  in  terms  of  known  parameters.  Equation  (43) is 
used to calculate  the  numerator  in  (47). 

The second  equality follows from considering frequency shifts 
due to  index variation in a  simple  Fabry-Perot resonator.  Sub- 
stitution of (SO) and  the general form  of (49) into  (47) results 
in  the following  expression for a: 

For example,  dp/dn = 1.2 X cm3 has been deduced 
from  measurements  of  dynamic wavelength shift  due to  modu- 
lation in the InGaAsP system [14].  Using wm = 1.2 X lo1’ 
rad/s, p = 3.5, and A = cm3 . s-l  [14] yields a = 8.2. 
The error in this value is at least 50 percent  due to the  uncer- 
tainty in A .  

VI. CONCLUSION 
In  this,  the first of two papers on  semiconductor laser noise, 

we have presented a  Van der Pol analysis which includes  ampli- 
tude phase coupling  through  an  intensity  dependent  index of 
refraction. This coupling  resulted  in a  field spectrum  linewidth 
enhancement  of 1 t a2 and  an increase in  the  magnitude of 
the  frequency  fluctuation  spectrum  by  the  same  factor. Ampli- 
tude  fluctuations  and  the  corresponding power fluctuations 
spectrum  were,  not surprisingly, unaffected by this coupling. 
The quantity a, which in the  present analysis is the  ratio  of  the 
real and imaginary parts of the  third-order  susceptibility, has 
been shown to be  equivalent to Henry’s broadening  term a. 
An analytic expression for a in  terms of easily measured quan- 
tities was also derived. 

The Van der Pol approach  to laser noise assumes gain and 
index to  be  instantaneous  functions  of  intensity. T h s  neglects 
time  constants associated with  the  saturation process, and 
therefore  confines  the  theoretical results to a  relatively narrow 
frequency range around  the lasing frequency.  In  Part 11, a 
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more general treatment will be  presented which  includes satu- [13] J. D. Jackson, Classical Electrodynamics, 2nd  ed. New York: ” 
ration  time  constants.  It will introduce  the carrier density as a 
dynamic variable in addition to the field amplitude  and  phase, 
and  therefore  allow  effects  due  to driven and  spontaneous 
carrier fluctuation  and  relaxation  resonance to be included. 
The  main  effect of that analysis will be  to  predict  a  resonance 
in the power fluctuations  spectrum  and  frequency  fluctuations 
spectrum,  and  fine  structure  in  the field spectrum. 
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